
Angola continues to bleed, and bury her dead. The entire people of Southern Africa 
continue to live under a constant threat of death and destruction. Yet there is jubila
tion in Washington, London, Paris and Bonn. 

Recently the paid liers ot the imperialist mass media have been screaming hymns 
about the progress made by the Botha-Malan clique in seeking peace with the Front
line States; first the moves towards the so-called non-aggression pact with Mozambi
que, then the ceasefire otter to Angola. 

SOURCE OF WAR 
Certainly the struggling people of South Africa led by the African National Congress, 

like those of the rest of Southern Africa need peace. But we must hasten to once more 
point out that the fascist colonial regime of Pretoria is and will remain the very source 
of war in this region. 

The recent moves by Pretoria do not by any stretch of imagination signify a change 
of policy. Instead Pretoria is simply adjusting their long-standing policies of colonial 
domination and super-exploitation of the black masses, the maintenance of this system 
through Hitlerite brutality and forcing the Frontline States to dance to their tune at 
the point of a gun. In other words Botha is perfecting the implementation of his 
fascist slogan of "adapt or die". 

In fact these racists have admitted that in offering a c e a s e f i r e to Angola they 
have been prompted by the dictates of their insatiable greed for ill-gotten wealth and 
power. These are the problems stemming from the pressure of white South Africa 
which is increasingly questioning the sending of their sons to die in a war Pretoria will 
never win against Angolans and Namibians, the high cost of the war and the deepening 
crisis that is hitting the apartheid economy, the very fuel for racist aggression, and the 
need to please their fuhrer, Ronald Reagan who so much needs something to present 
to American public as evidence of the success of the so-called "constructive engage
ment" with Pretoria. Add to this the growing organised political actions of our 
people which spell doom for the entire apartheid system. Like all Africa our people are 
demanding nothing short of complete political independence over every inch of 
South Africa and full control of the wealth they produce. -
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DfN /_ 
Pretoria hopes that with its fake concern for peace it will succeed in, reducing tiieAYl 

leaders and governments of the Frontline States to puppets of the Matanzima, Seb«yv\ 
Hendrickse and Rajbansi-type. In turn the Frontline States would be expected to assist" *" 
the racist rulers in realising the dream of destroying the ANC and to turn a blind eye 
to the enslavement of their brother people in South Africa. In this way, the Botha-
Malan clique reasons, the Pretoria reich will be assured of more decades of unchallen
ged rule over the whole Southern African region. The imperialist multi-national corpra-
tions will thus have a paradise of super-profits. 

Do the Pretoria fascists also hope that the peoples of Southern Africa will ever forget 
their beastly crimes committed in Angola, Namibia, Matola, Maseru? N e v e r ! The 
scars left by their bullets, napalm and poisonous chemicals will remain visible as a pain
ful reminder even long after the Pretoria regime had been destroyed. 

It was therefore in line with the long-standing policies of Pretoria that weeks after 
the world had come to hear of the latest ceasefire moves by Pretoria, on the 29th 
December the racist Air Force was continuing with bombing raids into Angola (LuiVo 
near Lubango) as part of the so-called Operation Askari which was launched on the 
14th of December. likewise the report by the Financial Mail (February 3, 1984) 
that Pretoria " appeared reassured enough by the US to proceed with complex and 
highly significant moves..." can only be an indication of the treacherous plots being 
hatched by the unholly Reagan-Botha alliance against the peoples of Southern Africa. 
What is more .the very source of aggression in the whole region, that is the apartheid 
system of fascist colonial domination and super-exploitation remains unchanged. 
Worse ttOI, it, is being entrenched through the racist manoeuvres like President's 
Council and Constitutional proposals and Koornhof Bills. 

REAL PEACE 
• 

Contrary to the Botha-Malan's fascist colonial regime which uses its economic might 
and open military aggression against the Frontline States, Angola stands out as a true 
champion of peace. Although between 1976 and October 1983 1 500 Angolans have 
been murdered by the South African racist sofdiers and their UNITA running dogs 
with over 2 1*00 wounded and over 160 000 villages turned into refugees by the same 
aggressors, Angola has never even for a single moment crossed her border to commit 
aggression against her neighbours. She continues to stand firmly behind the people of 
Namibia and South Africa led by SWAPO and the ANC respectively. Angola is striving 
for implementation of UN Resolution 435 for the attainment of Namibia's independ
ence. Likewise Angola sees the destruction of Pretoria's criminal regime and the win
ning of national liberation by the people of South' Africa as the only guarantee of 
peace in our region. 

Our people led by the ANC in South Africa are more than ever berore aware of their 
historic mission of destroying the fascist regime and replace it with people's power to 
build a new society which, as the Freedom Charter declares, "shall strive to maintain 
world peace and settlement of alt international disputes by negotiation - not war/* 
We are convinced that we will win no matter how high the price we will have to pay 
and lasting peace will finally prevail among all our peoples in Southern Africa. 
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